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Abstract - Contiki OS is operating system for the Internet of 

Things. Contiki runs on a range of low-power wireless 

devices. These devices often make up large wireless 

networks. Developing and debugging applications for such 

network is really hard. To make this process easier, one can 

use Cooja. It is a Contiki network simulator that allows 

developers to run and test their applications on fully 

emulated hardware devices. It allows developers to test their 

code before running it on the real target hardware. Also, it 

can be used in educational purposes for students on 

graduating courses. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a concept and a 
paradigm that considers the pervasive presence in the 
environment of a variety of things/objects that 
through wireless and wired connections and unique 
addressing schemes are able to interact with each 
other and cooperate with other things (objects), to 
create new applications (services) and reach 
common goals [1]. The objects are often grouped 
into networks as wireless sensor networks (WSN). 
The nodes in the networks are resource constrained. 
They often have 8-bit microcontrollers and 
constrained RAM and ROM in kilobytes (about 20 
kilobytes of RAM and 100 kilobytes of ROM) [2]. 
These networks contain a large number of tiny 
sensor devices with wireless communication 
capabilities. The goal of the Internet of Things is to 
enable things to be connected anytime, anyplace, 
with anything and anyone. IoT has three main parts: 
the things which are embedded with sensors, the 
networks that connect them, and the systems that 
process data to or from the things. Appliances, 
vehicles, wearables are just some of the objects that 
will be connected and will make our lives easier and 
more efficient. IoT will have a huge impact on 
industry development and industrial production 
(intelligent transport solutions, smart electric grids, 
machine monitoring using sensors, data-driven 
systems) [3]. Devices can be connected using mobile 
technologies such as 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G (the newest), or 
the wireless technologies such as Zigbee, Wi-Fi, 
6LowPAN over Zigbee, or Bluetooth. The number 
of Internet of Things devices will grow exponentially 
in the coming years (Table I). Looking to the future, 

Cisco estimates that IoT will consist of 50 billion 
devices connected to the Internet by 2020 [4].  

Contiki OS is a lightweight open source operating 
system for the Internet of Things [5]. It was 
developed at the Swedish Institute of Computer 
Sciences by Adam Dunkels et al. It is written in the 
C programing language and all programs for it are 
also in C. Contiki is a highly portable OS and it has 
already been ported to several platforms running on 
different types of processors. The most platforms 
often use Texas Instruments MSP-430 as well as 
Atmel ATmega series of microcontrollers [6]. 
Contiki uses event-driven programming model to 
handle concurrency. All processes share one stack, 
allowing savings of memory. It is the main 
advantage of the Contiki. Protothreads are used to 
realize this model. Protothreads provide conditional 
and unconditional blocking wait and they use local 
continuations to save the state when it blocks. When 
the Protothread is resumed, it jumps back to the next 
instruction [7]. Contiki supports both IPv6 and IPv4 
stack implementations, along with the recent low-
power wireless standards: 6lowpan, RPL, CoAP. It 
also uses Rime stack [8]. It is a lightweight 
communication stack for sensor networks and it has 
thinner layers than traditional stacks. The layers are 
simple and they have small headers (only a few 
bytes). Rime also supports code reusing and the main 
purpose of this protocol is to simplify the 
implementation of sensor networks. Contiki is used 
in numerous systems, such as electrical power 

TABLE I.  INTERNET OF THINGS DEVICES 

World 

Population 

6.3 

Billion 

6.8 

Billion 

7.2 

Billion 

7.6 

Billion 

Connected 

Devices 

500 

Million 

12.5 

Billion 

25  

Billion 

50  

Billion 

Connected 

devices per 

person 

0.08 1.84 3.47 6.58 

Year 2003 2010 2015 2020 
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meters, industrial monitoring, alarm systems, remote 
house monitoring, city sound monitoring, and 
radiation monitoring, street lights. The latest version 
of Contiki OS is Contiki 3.0 (released on 
26.08.2015)   [11]. 

Cooja is the Contiki network simulator. It is Java-
based application with a graphical user interface 
(GUI based on Java’s standard Swing toolkit) [10]. 
Cooja also support simulation of the radio medium 
and integration with the external tools to provide 
additional features to the application. It can simulate 
large and small networks of Contiki motes 
(simulated sensor modules). Motes can be emulated 
on less detailed level, which is faster and allows 
simulation of larger networks, or at the hardware 
level, which is slower but allows precise inspection 
of the system behavior [5]. This tool has two 
emulator software packages: Avrora and MSPSim. 
Cooja use Avrora, for emulation of Atmel AVR-
based devices, and MSPSim for emulation of TI 
MSP430-based devices. The most platforms have 
MSP430 microcontrollers [10]. That is the reason 
why MSPSim is the most used software package for 
simulation of WSN. Cooja can emulate multiple 
platforms like: TelosB/SkyMote, Zolertia Z1 mote, 
Wismote, ESB, MicaZ mote. It is a very useful tool 
for Contiki OS application development and 
debugging. It allows developers to test their code and 
systems before running it on the real target hardware, 
to estimate power consumptions of nodes in 
simulations or to show radio transmissions and 
receptions. 

II. CONTIKI BUILD SYSTEM 

In our scenario we use the latest version of 
Contiki 3.0. Unlike other versions of Contiki, this 
version has some improvements such as: Cooja 
improvements, MSPSim improvements, new 
regression tests, new platforms, new radio API, IPv6 
stack improvements, implementation of MQTT 
protocol, CoAP protocol updates, HTTP socket and 
others [5]. We used Instant Contiki 3.0 development 
environment. It contains all the tools and compilers 
needed for Contiki development and debugging. It is 
open source and can be downloaded and test at any 
time. Contiki is licensed under the 3-clause BSD 
license. This license gives everyone the right to use 
and distribute the code, either in binary or source 
code format, as long as the copyright license is 
retained in the source code [12]. VMWare 
Workstation 10 Virtual Machine Player is used to 
load and run Instant Contiki image. In the Home 
directory, we can see two folders: Contiki and 
Contiki 3.0 that contains all tools, libraries, 
platforms, documentations, or examples.  

With Contiki build system we can easily compile 
Contiki applications for different hardware platforms 
by simply supplying different parameters to the 
make command, without editing Makefile or 
application code. Makefile contains the instructions 
for the compilation tools. As we can see in the Table 
2, there are multiple types of Makefiles that are used 
to compile code. The Makefile project                        
directory specifies where the Contiki source code 
resides in the system. “Makefile.include” contains all 
C files of the core Contiki system [12]. It is located 
in the root of the Contiki source tree. It includes 
Makefile. $(TARGET) and all applications 
Makefiles in the APP list (specified by the project’s 
Makefile). Makefile. $(TARGET) contains a list of 
C files that the platform adds to the Contiki system. 
It is located in the platform/$(TARGET)/ directory 
and it also includes Makefile.$(CPU) from the 
CPU/$(CPU)/ directory. Makefile.$(CPU) contains 
C compiler used for the particular CPU. It can 
contain different C compilers (using conditional 
expression) or it can be overridden by the specific 
platform Makefile. The project Makefile can also 
include APPS variable that display a list of 
applications from the apps/ directory in the root of 
the Contiki source tree. 

CONTIKI_PROJECT = hello-world 

    all: $(CONTIKI_PROJECT) 

    APPS += powertrace 

    CONTIKI = ../.. 

    include $(CONTIKI)/Makefile.include 

Example of the Makefile on the HelloWorld 
project is shown in the above code. CONTIKI 
variable defines the location of the Contiki source 
code. CONTIKI_PROJECT is the name of the 
application.  APPS variable includes the powertrace 
application from the app/ directory. 

TABLE II.  MULTIPLE TYPES OF MAKEFILES 

Makefile 
The project's makefile, located in the 

project directory. 

Makefile.include 

The system-wide Contiki makefile, located 

in the root of 

  the Contiki source tree. 

Makefile.$(TAR

GET) 

Where $(TARGET) is the name of the 

platform that is 

  currently being built 

Makefile.$(CPU) 

Where $(CPU) is the name of the CPU or 

microcontroller 

  architecture used on the platform for 

which Contiki is built 

Makefile.$(APP) 

Where $(APP) is the name of an 

application in the apps/ 

  directory 
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We can show how Contiki build system work by 
the example hello-world project in the 
examples/hello-world. We can build the application 
by running the command “make”, in a directory 
examples/hello-world. In this way, the Contiki 
system is built using the native target (it builds an 
entire Contiki system as a program that runs on the 
development system) [12]. The command: 

make TARGET=z1, 

is used to compile the application and a Contiki 
system for the Z1 Zolertia platform. We use the 
command 

make hello-world.ce, 

to compile the hello-world application into stand-
alone executable. Then it can be loaded into a 
running Contiki system. To set a target platform, use 
a command: 

make TARGET=z1 hello-world.ce. 

To save the selected target as the default target, use a 
command: 

make TARGET=esb savetarget. 

A file named as Makefile.target is saved in the 
project directory. It contains a currently saved target. 
“DEFINES=” is used to set arbitrary variables for 
the C preprocessor in the form of comma-separated 
list. We can save “defines” with the command: 

make TARGET=z1 DEFINES= MYTRACE, 
MYVALUE=4711 savedefines 

A file named as “Makefile.z1.defines” is saved in 
the project directory, containing the currently saved 
defines for the Z1 platform [12]. 

III. STRUCTURE OF CONTIKI PROGRAM 

In the following part of our paper, we present a 
simplest Hello-world Contiki program, which 
contains the main components of any Contiki 
program [13]. 

 
1:  #include “contiki.h” 

2:  #include <stdio.h> 

3:  PROCESS(my_first_process, “Hello World  
Process”); 

4:  AUTOSTART_PROCESSES(&my_first_pro
cess); 

5:  PROCESS_THREAD(my_first_process, ev, 
data) 

6:  { 

7:   PROCESS_BEGIN(); 

8:   printf(“Hello Contiki World!\n”); 

9:   PROCESS_END(); 

10:  } 

The header file “contiki.h” contains all the 
declarations of the Contiki operating system [14]. 
stdio.h header file is included because we have used 
printf() function inside the program. The third line 
shows the declaration of a new process. The first 
parameter of the PROCESS Macro is the variable for 
the process and the second parameter is a string 
name of the process. AUTOSTART_PROCESESS  
shows that the process should be started in the 
Contiki operating system startup. Fifth line is a 
definition of a process. The first parameter in the 
process (my_first_process) is a process variable. The 
second parameter (ev) is the event parameter. It is 
used to make the program responding to events in 
the system. The “data” parameter is used to receive 
some data from those events. PROCESS_BEGIN 
and PROCESS_END display the start and the end of 
any Contiki program. The “printf” function is used to 
print the string “Hello Contiki World!”. If we 
compile this code and run in the terminal, the string 
in the brackets will be printed in the terminal. If we 
compile the code in Cooja Network simulator, the 
string will be printed in the Mote Output Window.  

IV. RUNNING COOJA SIMULATION 

A. Starting Cooja 

In “Contiki 3.0/tools” directory are located tools 
such as: powertrace (used to estimate power 
consumption), release tools; collect view, cygwin, 
tunslip and Cooja. 

Cooja can be started from the terminal using a 
command (Fig.1): 

ant run, 

but first, we must go to the Cooja directory in the 
terminal: 

cd contiki 3.0/tools/Cooja 

Cooja will start with a blue empty window, when it 
is compiled. Now we can run an example simulation. 
All examples in Cooja are located in the following 
path:  

/home/user/contiki-3.0/examples 
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Figure 1. Cooja – The Contiki Network simulator 

 

Figure 2. Creating new Cooja simulation 

B. Creating new simulation 

We can create a new simulation using the main 
menu command: 

File->New Simulation 

It will display a “Create new simulation” window. 
We should enter the name of the simulation, and the 
advanced settings such as Radio Medium, Mote 
startup delay, Random seed. After creating a 
simulation, Cooja display all simulation tools 
(Fig.2) such as: Network (show all nodes in the 
network), Simulation control (panel used to Start, 
Pause, Reload or Executing Steps of the simulation), 
Mote output (Show output for the nodes), Timeline 
(Simulation Timeline that show channel change, 
LED change, log outputs) and Notes (Notes about 
simulation) [15]. 

C. Adding motes and running the simulation 

To add motes in the simulation we have to do 
this in the main menu of Cooja: 

Motes->Add motes->Create new motes type 

After that, we have to choose the type of the 
mote such as Z1, Sky mote, Wismote, MicaZ mote. 
The “Create mote type: Compile Contiki” window is 

shown. It shows a Description (Mote type) and the 
Contiki process/Firmware with the Browse button. 
With the click on the button we have to choose the 
Contiki application. Then, in the tab Compile 
commands is shown in the following code: 

make hello-world.z1 TARGET=Z1 

The Z1 is a target platform or a Mote type name. 
After clicking on “Compile” a Contiki program is 
compiled and the output is shown in the tab 
“Compilation output” (Fig.3). It displays all 
platform compiled parts and the errors in application 
(if there are errors). Then, we have to click “Create”  

 

Figure 3. Compiling Contiki program 

to add motes in the simulation. The “Add Motes” 
window is displayed. We have to define: Number of 
new motes, Positioning, Position interval and to 
Add motes. After that, the simulation is created. We 
can now see the motes we added to the simulation in 
the Network window. To start the simulation, we 
need to click on button Start. 

D. Saving simulation 

Cooja simulation can be saved using the 
command: 

File->Save simulation as 

Saved file has extension “.csc”. In the future we 
can load the simulation using that file.  

In our research, we used the rest-example 
application simulated in Cooja [16]. It is a client-
server application that use the application layer 
protocol called CoAP (Constrained application 
protocol). The client establishes a connection with 
the server and periodically sends data to any of the 
predefined URL for service discovery (random 
selection). We run the application on two types of 
wireless sensor network motes: Sky mote and Z1 
Zolertia mote. Sky mote is equipped with 8MHz 
Texas Instruments MSP430 low power 
microcontroller, 10 KB RAM and 48 KB flash 
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memory [17]. It has a 250 Kbps, 2.4GHz, IEEE 
802.15.4, Chipcon Wireless Transceiver and sensors 
for humidity, temperature and light, 16-pin 
expansion support and optional SMA antenna 
connector. Z1 Zolertia mote is equipped with: 16 
MHz MSP430F2617 low power microcontroller, 8 
KB RAM and 92 KB flash memory [18]. It has 250 
Kbps, 2.4 GHz, IEEE 802.15.4, CC2420 transceiver 
and sensor for temperature and a digital 
programmable 3-Axis accelerometer, and a ceramic 
embedded antenna. Z1 sensor node in Cooja has 8 
MHz clock speed, and Sky mote has 4 MHz clock 
speed. It is the difference between the real wireless 
sensor module and the module that is emulated in 
Cooja. It is important for power consumption 
estimation of Cooja WSN nodes. 

V. TESTING CONTIKI APPLICATIONS AND 

DISCUSSIONS 

Low power wireless sensor devices have limited 
CPU, memory and power resources. Therefore, it is 
important to test the memory usage of Contiki 
applications and to estimate power consumption. 

A. Memory usage 

We can see the memory usage of a Contiki 
application (rest-example application) in terminal 
using the command: 

size  coap-client-example.z1(the name of generated 
platform file-compiled in Cooja) 

From the Table III, we can see the memory usage 
in different memory segments. “Text” segment 
shows the code and read-only data in the 
application. “Data” segment shows the read-write 
data. “Bss” segment shows the zero initialized (‘bss’ 
and ‘common’) data. “Dec” is a sum of text, data 
and bss. “Hex” is the hexadecimal equivalent of 
“Dec”. All values are decimal and bytes. Typically, 
the flash consumption of application will be 
text+data, and RAM consumption will be data+bss. 
RAM consumption includes only global data. It will 
not include the memory consumed by stack and 
heap, when application is actually executing [19]. 

Using the data in Table III for memory usage of 
Contiki coap-client-example application, the flash 
consumption of Z1 Zolertia mote will be 49728 
bytes, and flash consumption of Sky mote will be 
45588 bytes. The RAM consumption of Z1 Zolertia 
mote will be 7054 bytes, and the RAM consumption 
of Sky mote will be 8706 bytes. 

B. Power consumption 

To estimate power consumption in Cooja for rest-
example Contiki application we have used a tool 
called powertrace. We have to add this tool in the 
program Makefile using this line of code: 

APPS += powertrace 

In the code of the coap-client-example.c file we 
have to add the following lines of code to print 
power consumptions in different states: 

#include "powertrace.h" 

powertrace_start(CLOCK_SECOND * 10); 

The value 10 is a Runtime. This means that the 
values for power consumptions will be printed every 
10 seconds [20]. 

Table IV shows the printed values in several states 
of the Sky mote in the form of the number of clock 
ticks. ALL_CPU is the total (high) CPU (CPU in 
active mode). ALL_LPM is the total number of ticks 
in a state LPM (Low power mode). ALL_TX is the 
total number of ticks in TX state (Transmit), and 
ALL_RX is the number of ticks in the RX state 
(Receive). 
We calculated the power consumption by using the 
following formula [20]: 

TABLE III.  MEMORY USAGE OF CONTIKI APPLICATION 

text data bss dec hex filename 

49466 262 6792 56520 dcc8 coap-
client-
example.z1 

45378 210 8496 54084 d344 coap-
client-
example.sk
y 

 

TABLE IV.  DATA FROM POWERTRACE FOR COAP CLIENT –SKY 

MOTE 

ALL CPU ALL LPM ALL TX ALL RX 

12698 314829 5189 2440 

23257 631930 7426 6558 

30251 952599 8033 9263 

37059 1273457 8638 11908 

43971 1594209 9332 14629 

51165 1914680 9775 17460 

62888 2230624 12899 20467 

70004 2551172 13463 23315 

76901 2871940 14070 26028 

84199 3192309 14577 28954 

91020 3513152 14998 31701 
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Power consumption = Energest_Value * Current * 
Voltage / RTIMER_SECOND * Runtime (1) 

Energest_Value is the difference between the 
number of ticks in two time intervals (for example 
difference between ALL_CPU in time interval 20 
and 10). We got a value of current for CPU, LPM, 
TX and RX from the Z1 and Sky mote datasheet 
[17,18]. The voltage for Z1 and Sky mote is 3V. 
RTIMER_SECOND is 32768. Runtime is the time 
interval in which we perform measurements (10 in 
our example). The total time interval in our 
simulation is 110 seconds.  

Table V shows the power consumption on Sky 
mote (coap-client-example executed on Sky mote). 

The average power consumption is around 0.98 mW 
(milliwatts).  

Table VI shows the power consumption on a Z1 
mote (coap-client-example executed on Z1 mote). 
The average power consumption is around 0.91 
mW. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Cooja is a Contiki network simulator that 
simulates a wireless sensor networks. In Cooja we 
can run and test Contiki applications. With this tool 
we can estimate a memory usage of applications and 
power consumption on WSN motes. It can be used 
in educational purposes for students on graduating 
courses. 
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